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TA B L E O F C O N T E N T S

NO 1
—
INTRODUCTION
Robert Phillips

NO 6
—
LONDON IDEAS
Ben Rogers

Now is the time for optimism, despite the decay and
despair that surrounds us. All of us have agency and can
help deliver meaningful change.

Cities are places of ideas: people come together, problems
get solved. And London has often been at the forefront of
industrial revolutions whether they be First or Fourth.

NO 2
—
SOCIAL JUSTICE IN TECH
Margaret Heffernan

NO 7
—
TALK TA X NOT TRUST
Jane McCormick & Robert Phillips

The tech sector promised us all so much.. where did it all
go wrong?

In the tangled world of tax and trust clear thinking and
sound principles are a must.

NO 3
—
A CARING SOCIETY
Alex Khaldi

NO 8
—
MOVING THE CITY FOR GOOD
K at y Taylor

If we want to build a good social care system for the
elderly bringing some humanity and kindness to bear
would be a good start.

Public transport is in a state of flux. Urban congestion, air
pollution and social inclusion require solutions that work
for us all and contribute to the common good.

NO 4
—
WHAT K IND OF BRITAIN
ARE WE BUILDING?
Niall Traf ford

NO 9
—
GOOD WORK
Peter Cheese

Good work is an economic and social anchor for a good
society.

Building a Better Britain will be a long haul but listening
to some experts in bricks, mortar and modular construction is well worth it .

NO 10
—
THE JERICHO METHOD

NO 5
—
QUEER AT WORK
Jan Gooding

The Jericho Method underpins all the programmes
highlighted in this edition of Jericho Times. It is based on
principles of activism, accountability, participation and
dissent.

Nowt so queer as folk: Get out of the closet and don’t deny
who you are because it’s you that will pay the price.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N - S PA R K S O F L I G H T
ROBERT PHILLIPS
I am writing this introduction, on Optimism, from the chemotherapy suite in a clinic in Harley Street, London. I
am undergoing treatment for Stage 4 Bowel Cancer. The next six cycles of chemo have just begun – having already
endured six earlier cycles and a 25-day radiotherapy blitz. I could take a pessimistic view of life but remain an optimist. The only things that make me feel unwell are the diagnosis and the treatment, rather than the condition.
Recently, I read a blog from a fellow traveller that said we must not let the cancer define us, however hard “the
system” works to turn patient into victim. This is dead right. The past nine months has afforded much time for
forced reflection on such issues and also on matters of faith. My optimism mostly remains.

A Madonna Moment
For the record, I write this as a Jewish atheist. During the act of Creation, so we learn from the mystical Kabbalah,
vessels containing the sparks of light and life shattered and fell into the darkest depth of the earth. Mankind’s
collective duty is to rescue and elevate those sparks of holiness from their fallen state.
The process of extracting the sparks is called “Birur”, meaning “clarification”. This is part of a larger cosmic
plan called “Tikun”, meaning rectification or restoration of the broken vessels and, consequently, the restoration of the proper cosmic order. Put simply, the repaired vessels contain the light. This issue of Jericho
Times is dedicated to “Birur” and “Tikun” – clarification and restoration. Because the world needs repair
and more light.

Finding Jerusalem
Jericho Chambers accidentally finds its genesis in Biblical times. The original working title for our network of
experts was Jerusalem: hints of Blake’s green and pleasant land, tempered by the radicalism of the Jerusalem
Tavern and Jerusalem Passage – Clerkenwell homes to pamphleteers and Enlightenment insurgents. Jerusalem,
we were scolded, was too polarising – so defaulted to Jericho, happily to discover that the Good Samaritan’s defining act of generosity took place on the Jericho road. This was the city where Jesus saved the Tax Inspector, hiding
in a sycamore tree, from a lynch-mob. Serendipity, given four years of work since, helping KPMG build the global
Responsible Tax coalition.
More famously, it was in Jericho that the walls came tumbling town – a point later captured in a Style Council lyric.
Jericho 2019 is where we believe in trumpet signals and are committed to demolishing ugly walls.

Eyes Wide Open
I have been reading a lot by Margaret Heffernan recently (disclosure: friend & Jericho colleague; I am a fan), who
has been an immense help in helping me find shards of optimistic light in a potential well of despondency. I am
referring not just to Europe.
I have learned that it is all too easy to be a pessimist: politically, to join the swollen ranks of those-who-usedto-be-called-liberal-elites, throwing hands up in despair at Trump and/ or Brexit; and/ or to political leaders
bereft of any intellectual gravitas; maybe joining the occasional peaceful march in protest at a world gone wrong;
and/ or instead ceding control of our lives to the tech giants; but always hoping for some magical solution, as
someone else’s courtesy. This is not a great condition in which to fester. Together, we urgently need to find an
optimistic counterpoint to the cancerous false narratives of our times. We all need to Just Do Something. This is
what Jericho is about – and what this collection of essays sets out to provoke.
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A truly open and fairer society cannot by definition be closed in either thinking or ambition. There is genuine
connectivity between what we write, say and do – about gender, technology and social justice; about being queer
at work; about the need for better homes, places and all that connects us; about tax and trust; about a truly Caring Society and, as we have published elsewhere, one that supports a New Deal for our Children. Better thinking
takes us all to a better place, especially when it is joined-up.
The beauty of humanity is that we can find it in ourselves to champion and embrace complexity, curiosity and uncertainty. We must eschew politicians’ cheap mis-use of history, PR spin and Mark Zuckerberg’s (proxy for many)
infantilization of an algorithmically-certain future built in his image - and instead learn to love the unexpected.
To find the sparks of light and rescue them from the depths of darkness.

Life worth living
All this resonates with my current trials and condition. I know that any attempted prediction of asymmetry is
futile. Likewise, we must fight “the propaganda of inevitability”. Nothing is pre-determined; we all have agency.
Ours is a messy life worth living – professionally and personally - at times sad, desperate and seemingly indefatigable but always with sparks worth rescuing and restoring in a better place; a better society for all.
We continually fail to ask ourselves “what kind of society do we want?” Even if we manage to answer that, we then
suffer a collective failure of imagination to take us there. We need a manifesto for humanity and optimism. These
essays may help.

Robert Phillips is co-founder of Jericho Chambers.
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NO 2
—
SOCIAL JUSTICE IN TECH:
F I G H T I N G T H E P R O PA G A N D A
O F I N E V I TA B I L I T Y
Margaret Heffernan, Author & CEO

The tech sector is brimful of a dangerous self-confidence that it can fix everything.
But many social ills can be rightfully laid at its door and corporate experiments with
Artificial Intelligence are now worrying many. What happened to our trust in tech and
how can this be re-gained, asks Margaret Heffernan?
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No consent
Earlier this year, it was revealed that Pearson, a major AI-education vendor, inserted “social-psychological interventions” into one of its commercial learning software programs
to test how 9,000 students would respond. They did this
without the consent or knowledge of students, parents, or
teachers. This doesn’t appear to be consistent with Pearson’s
values nor does it exude integrity.

ome years ago, I joined a conference hosted by one of
Silicon Valley’s top venture capitalists. It was the kind
of event I knew well, when all the CEOs funded by the
VC gather together to compare notes on what they’re seeing
in the market place and are provided with (or subjected to)
some pearls of wisdom from those with more experience.
Once upon a time, I was one of those CEOs, now I was supposed to dispense wisdom about willful blindness. I don’t
remember much about the conference beyond its opening
which went something along these lines:

96 percent of the world’s code has been written by men. And
there’s an army of scientists (if you need them) who have
demonstrated that WHAT is made/ written is a reflection
of those who make it. (In art, this is deemed a virtue.) So it
means that we already start in a deeply troubled, profoundly
unrepresentative place.

There is nothing wrong with medicine that getting rid of
doctors won’t fix. There is nothing wrong with education
that getting rid of teachers won’t fix. There’s nothing wrong
with the legal system that getting rid of lawyers won’t fix.
Our host stopped just short of saying there was nothing
wrong with democracy that getting rid of voters won’t fix…

Using AI for hiring selection has been shown – by Amazon –
to be ineradicably biased because, trained on historical data
of overwhelmingly male employees, it selects…overwhelmingly male employees, and deselects women. After 2 years
of trying to fix this, even Amazon has given up. But not all
companies have. So when AI meets diversity policy, what you
get is… at least NOT consistent.

I sat up and paid attention. This was not the tech sector as I’d
known it. All those years back in what I’ve come to think of
as Internet 1.0 we had been full of curiosity, wondering what
new wonders we could invent with this new tech and how
we might develop it to enable, empower and even liberate
everyone.

Inadequate data sets
Deducing mood, psychological state, sexual orientation,
intelligence, likelihood of paedophilia or terrorism through
“analyzing” facial expression keeps being shown to be inaccurate, outdated, biased, and based on inaccurate datasets.
This is not benevolence.

We hadn’t gone into it to make money – there wasn’t any in
the beginning. And we hadn’t gone into it for power – there
wasn’t much of that either. We were idealists, we were naïve.
How things had changed. Now the full force of Big Tech was
marshalling its overwhelming power against… teachers?
Doctors? This was definitely different, a calculated attack on
society as we know it.

Training AI to seek “criminal face” using data consisting of
prisoners’ faces is not representative of crime, but rather,
represents which criminals have been caught, jailed, and
photographed. A high percentage of criminals are never
caught or punished, so the dataset cannot adequately represent crime itself. We are back in the land of phrenology…
or worse.

Since the early days tech has become so much bigger, richer,
more aggressive. It tricks kids into spending money, newly
weds and parents into buying stuff they didn’t know they
were buying, recruiting subjects for experiments no one
knew they were part of, siphoning off data. Who knows what
else can be laid against its door? This is not the way to build
trust. It is a way to build distrust. And nowhere is that deeper
than in discussions about artificial intelligence.

We all know there are some scientific research programs
best not pursued—and this might be one of them. Hiring
AI used by fast food companies has been shown by Cathy
O’Neill to screen out those with any hint of history of mental illness – a move specifically prohibited by the Americans
with Disabilities Act. But attempts to investigate this so far
have been stalled by claims that the AI is a trade secret and
cannot be disclosed. One law for humans – another for machines. This isn’t integrity in action.

But first, what do I mean by trust? According to Veronica
Hope-Hailey’s rich research, it is a mix of 4 ingredients:
- Benevolence: you wish the best for me, for all of us
- Competency: you know what you’re doing
- Consistency: you don’t change your mind or lie
- Integrity: you act the same way when nobody’s looking

Socially deaf definitions of success
Attempts to use AI to allocate school places more fairly in
Boston backfired completely when it turned out that nobody
programming the AI had the faintest idea – let alone experience – of the way that poor families live, the timetables that
working three jobs imposes on them and their children.

But even in its early phase, these four qualities are notably
absent in corporate experiments with AI. Instead, there are a
whole bunch of problems that, thanks to diligent investigators, keep being brought to light.
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Not only were results worse – they came wrapped in insult.
This isn’t benevolent and it was, frankly, incompetent. These
are real cases. There are more. Each one might be nit-picked
apart but the key issue is this:

This is not a language that builds or invites trust. And it isn’t
a problem to be solved by dishing out a few ethics classes
to kids at Stanford – exactly the same step taken at Harvard
Business School after the collapse of Enron.
I’d like to be, but I’m not convinced by companies that claim
to take these issues seriously. Most of them are all signed up
to work together, not with the public. But when Google set
out to establish an ethics committee to guide its development of AI, who did it select? A Defence Department vendor,
the head of a conservative thinktank and an army of AI academics every one of whom obviously has his or her credentials burnished by their association with Google.

“H iring AI used by fast food
companies had been shown to
screen out those with any
histor y of mental illness”
AI oversteps a fundamental boundary between objective
analysis and moral judgment
When such moral judgments are made, people deserve a
chance to understand and to validate or to contest them.
Claims of trade secrecy specifically militate against this.
Ethical issues are treated as legal and policy issues – a way
of sidelining them that is completely synonymous with the
way that hierarchies and bureaucracies facilitate, indeed
drive, wilful blindness in organizations. AI simply amplifies
both the risk and the lack of accountability to an unimaginable scale. You could say it delivers the status quo PLUS.
So AI has the capacity to increase and sustain marginalization, corporate malfeasance and inequality.

In other words, The Advanced Technology External Advisory
Council (ATEAC) consisted of a group of people wildly unlikely be bring independent thought and dissent to issues of
grave civic importance. Designing an ethics committee this
way suggests three things. First, they didn’t understand the
problem they were trying to solve. Second, they are blind –
even after the Cambridge Analytica scandal – to the dangers
of the industrial/academic complex. Third, with one Brit and
one Gambian but the other members six members American, this global business is far from globally conscious. No
wonder it was disbanded before it began.
Now it may sound like I’m an out-and-out naysayer, a Luddite, a crazy woman who just “doesn’t get it.” But I love technology, I always have. Tech has given me a great career, some
of the finest collaborators and co-creators I’ve ever worked
with, some of the most fun I’ve ever had and a rich experience of exploration and invention. I owe it a lot. I want it to
live up to its promise – because if it can, when it can, trust
will no longer be an issue.

All of the companies involved in developing it know this.
That’s why there’s a whole roster of organizations all trying
to figure out how to make AI the commercial goldrush it
promises to be – while also hoping to silence fears that anything could possibly go wrong. But there are 2 difficulties
with their approach:
Almost all of these organizations are set up, run and incorporate very large institutional interests. These are not the
critics of the status quo but its beneficiaries. They start from
a position that is inherently unrepresentative

But to get there a whole bunch of things need to happen.
- This propaganda of inevitability – a strange brew of
salesmanship, hype and propaganda – has to stop. It’s misleading, dishonest and disrespectful of consumers and citizens. It isn’t the language of benevolence but of the bully.

While these talking shops assuage nervous politicians, business as usual continues with a language of inevitability: AI is
coming, AI is here, you have no choice but to stand back and
take it. It’s too difficult for you bumpkins to understand – so
just leave it to us. Or, to quote the CEO of Axon (the company
that conveniently changed its name from Taser) speaking in
defence of facial recognition cameras:

- The tech sector badly needs to get a lot better at speaking plain English that anyone can understand. I don’t think
this is impossible. It takes effort and empathy but if you
can’t explain it, we shouldn’t buy it.

“It would be both naive and counterproductive to say law enforcement shouldn’t have these new technologies. They’re
going to, and I think they’re going to need them. We can’t
have police in the 2020s policing with technologies from the
1990s”

- It needs to do this because the only way that the public
will trust AI is if the public is involved in debating and deciding where its limits and boundaries are. We know now
that we cannot and should not trust the leaders of major
corporations to do this – not because they are specifically
bad people but because the interests and perspectives of
corporations and citizens are not identical. This has been
true throughout history and tech, for all its exceptionalism, is just another kind of business.

This is the language of propaganda: telling people that these
new technologies are inevitable- when they aren’t – and that
they’re unequivocally productive – when they aren’t – and
therefore there is no need, no POINT in asking questions. ‘Sit
down. Shut up. When I want something from you, I’ll ask’ is
the tenor of so-called public consultation.
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Margaret Heffernan is author of Wilful
Blindness (described by the Financial
Times as one of the most important
business books of the decade), A Bigger
Prize (winner of the Transmission Prize
2015) and a TED book, Beyond Measure. Her TED talks have been seen
by over 8million people. She holds
an honorary degree from the University of Bath, mentors chief executives around the world and
blogs occasionally for the Huffington Post and the Financial
Times.

On this topic, the Astronomer Royal Martin Rees said that
there is no ivory tower or penthouse high or remote enough
for scientists and engineers to disown accountability for the
uses to which their work is put.
As companies have become huge, over mighty and sometimes appear more functional than governments, it’s tempting to think they know best – just because they know more.
But let’s not forget who serves whom here. Businesses serve
society; that’s their role, their function, their justification. It’s
why they have – when they have – a licence to operate. And
business has an interest in doing so: because without society, there is no market to serve.

Margaret is co-curating a project on Social Justice In Tech,
supported by investment bank, Stifel. The programme is
being led by Jericho Chambers and commences in May
2019. Portions of this article were presented at “Are we running out of trust?” – a special executive discussion evening
hosted by Fujitsu at QEII Conference Centre in London on
March 20, 2019.

Without law and order, with some semblance of shared interest and common purpose, business – trusted business –
absolutely fails. And you probably don’t relish running businesses in places or at times when that tragically occurs. So
however frail it seems, business needs legitimacy and flourishes when trust is high. Where trust and legitimacy fails,
business fails too.
Finally, it’s become fashionable to argue that debate and
discussion are fruitless: that nobody can ever agree, debate
just polarizes and anyway – most people are just too stupid.
I know that in the safety and comfort of a democracy it’s
easy and safe to deride the privilege we have all enjoyed for
centuries. But this cynical trope is wrong. All over the world
there are communities, counties, countries that have had
public debates and discussions, with outcomes accepted
because of processes that were open, inclusive and deemed
fair. And what those examples vividly demonstrate is that
people can understand issues of great complexity if given
the right opportunity and information, yes they listen and
do their homework, yes, they frequently change their minds
and yes, they frequently make informed, judicious decisions.
But when given this opportunity, it isn’t merely the outcome
that matters. It is legitimacy. Where people are consulted,
where they are heard, where they can listen – they can and
do support decisions they understand even if they don’t
agree with them. The price of legitimacy is not ad. spend or
tech dominance or propaganda. The price of legitimacy is
participation: a lesson we are learning now, if we pay attention.
Let’s never forget the brilliant Dutch saying: Trust arrives on
foot – but leaves on horseback.
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NO 3
—
FROM SOCIAL CARE TO
A CARING SOCIETY
Alex Khaldi, Grant Thornton

It will take more than money to create an excellent social care system for the elderly in
the UK. Thinking at root level about how we define good care and good lives would be a
good place to start when building a system in which we could take pride. Why not begin
with humanity and kindness?
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2. What should the local state do?
A new meaning for care creates a new role for the local state.
Councils are currently commissioners and little else but
should be activists and connectors for the system, using data
better, intervening in care markets, investing where needed
and championing quality of outcomes.

ur national debate about adult social care in England
arises from two prophecies of doom. Firstly, we
know that people are getting older, and those with
complex needs are living longer. Our public authorities are
consequently stretched and care has become synonymous
with the penury of local authorities. Our second prophecy
is much more personal, and concerns our own financial risk.
For those with modest housing assets we associate social
care with the prospect of losing everything, should the great
lottery of life result in a long period of residential care. No
wonder social care has become our public policy Jeremiah, a
foretelling of great lamentation and calamity.

3. How can we accelerate innovation?
A more vibrant local state would allow innovation to flourish, scaling up what works, bringing new technologies into
the system and giving people the products and services they
would demand from any other area of our economy

Money, whether personal or institutional, is an undeniable fundamental problem in social care. (In which
area of public policy is this not the case?) So it is not
that our national debate is based on false premises,
as both population pressure and the potential for catastrophic personal care costs are very real and require attention.
However, solving the “money” problem will not, in isolation,
create the care system we need.

“ We k now there is change
in the wind ”
Our programme of roundtables has addressed these questions with help from a stellar list of provocateurs such as
Hillary Cottam, Julia Unwin, Georgia Gould, Donna Hall,
Alex Fox and Brendan Martin. But building a Caring Society is a work in progress, with incomplete answers. In
July we will hold our first Caring Society conference, which
will mark the transition from discourse to one of action.

It was in this context that last year, Jericho Chambers
and Grant Thornton began to create a community interested in a new debate. Without ignoring the meta issues in policy, politics and funding, we have begun to
describe a way that social care can change itself, from
the ground up. We are calling the body of work we have
developed “A Caring Society” which in its naming deliberately shifts emphasis away from social care as
services provided by institutions.

We know there is change in the wind. There are many leaders in social care with vision and purpose in our system. Our
hope is that the Caring Society formula can accelerate the
progress these leaders are already making by providing a
framework for collaboration and action.

We began our work with the knowedge that great things are
happening in social care up and down the country.

Optimism in social care can’t be found in the corridors of
power or in our media. But our communities are rich in assets and solutions. We’ve just been looking in the wrong
place.

Often on a small-scale basis, a movement of “asset-based”
practitioners and organisations are beginning to redefine
good care and good lives. By thinking about the strengths
of family, friendship and community that surround us all,
people in need are being liberated from the straitjacket of
service solutions into real help in their lives that enables
enjoyment and fulfilment. But these developments are often too small scale to make the difference they need to, and
continually hit the barriers of the time and task strictures so
prevalent in our organisations and institutions.

Alex Khaldi is Partner and Head of
Social Care at Grant Thornton. He is
a deal shaper, consultant and delivery
expert in local government and
healthcare and has written extensively on the challenges facing adult
social care and is a regular speaker at
conferences and events. His expertise
includes: adult social care transformation and cost saving, out of hospital healthcare, urgent
care systems, business case development and benefits realisation, local government commercial management and
revenue raising, and behavioural change and demand management.

Yet we can change this dynamic. The answers are local, and
require system leaders, people with lived experience and
communities to come together with a new agenda based on
three linked questions:

1. What do we mean by care?
We will never change our system if we think care is measured by money, time and task. If we think of care as broader than services we pay for, we can start to tap into the
abundance of humanity and kindness in our communities

Based on the organising thought “how can we build a
Caring Society?” Jericho Chambers has been working with
Grant Thornton to shape a framework that helps enable a
paradigm shift to transform adult social care.
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NO 4
—
W H AT K I N D O F
B R I TA I N A R E
WE BUILDING?
Niall Trafford, BRE

In this piece, outgoing BRE Chief Executive, Niall Trafford reflects on the
challenges facing the Built Environment sector in Britain; how these often serve as
proxies for wider societal malaise; issues of quality and consistency, affordability and
accountability; populist attacks on evidence and expertise; and the strategies required
to navigate towards meaningful change and a brighter, more optimistic future. Above
all, he argues, “opinions are cheap but facts are sacred”.
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here is much current talk in business and society about
“purpose” or the lack of it. Too much of it is hot air. Corporate purpose of course needs to be authentic and
ambitious. So when BRE chose “Building a Better World Together”, we deliberately set the bar high. But in that phrase
is an open admission that there is room for improvement.
What we have currently is simply not good enough.

When I heard Dame Judith Hackitt speak recently - as a
former head of the Health and Safety Executive - she spoke
with pride about the fact we built an Olympics without a
single construction site fatality - the first time ever this has
occurred.
But what she investigated in terms of regulation and Grenfell dismayed her. What she found was not fit for purpose.
As her Review to Government emphasised, she was shocked
and appalled at systemic failings and an industry that
doesn’t recognise its collective moral responsibility to deliver safe buildings.

We have much to do in the UK when it comes to our buildings - our homes, our offices, our schools and hospitals,
public realm and wider infrastructure. We haven’t done
well enough. And the tragic events of Grenfell nearly two
years ago brought this home to us in stark terms. Grenfell of
course deeply shocked everyone at BRE, as it did the nation.
We continue to support all those investigating its causes –
that is fundamental to our public service – and deploy our
expertise to understand the root causes of the fire and ensure that lessons from it are shared and understood. The enquiries will run the course that they must. We are fully supportive of Dame Judith Hackitt’s report and her clear call for
systemic reform. But the challenges for our country go way
beyond Grenfell.

Standards require regulation to enforce them. There was
talk a number of years ago about a bonfire of the red tape
and a scaling back of the role of regulators in the built environment. I’m not sure those voices are being heard so loudly
today. You cannot sacrifice quality for quantity whether you
are in an Age of Austerity or not - whether it is about buildings, per se, or about healthcare, public services and utilities,
or wider infrastructure needs.
It’s been said - with some degree of justification - that the
laser-sharp focus on the bottom line that the procurement
process has ushered in has gone too far. Cost-cutting has
gone beyond the safety limits. We all know that in any walk
of life, with any good or service, cheapest is rarely best.

Housing: Quantity, Quality and Certification
We know – and it’s broadly acknowledged – that we simply
are not building enough new homes in the UK. Research
from the Institute for Fiscal Studies shows how an explosion
in house prices above income growth has increasingly denied the younger generation of the ability to buy their own
home. For 25-to-34-year-olds earning between £22,200 and
£30,600 per year, home ownership fell to just 27% in 2016
from 65% two decades previously.

Building for the future
Living in safety is clearly the highest priority. But there are so
many other pressing issues and concerns that we must consider when building for the future. How do we deal with the
facts of our ageing population? By 2050, 22% of the world’s
population will be over 50. In the developed world where we
live this proportion will be even higher. What do the elderly
need - what will someone like me require to live the good
life as I enter the autumn of my years? BRE has worked to
create a Dementia House because by 2025 it is estimated
that one million people will suffer from the condition.

Middle-income young adults born in the late 1980s are now
no more likely than those lower down the pay scale to own
their own home. Those born in the 1970s were almost as likely as their peers on higher wages to have bought their own
home during young adulthood.
This is profoundly altering the outlook of the young. Many
feel my/ our generation has let them down and that we are
driving a Britain that speaks to social exclusion – based on
age, wealth and privilege – and not to one of inclusion, mobility and opportunity.

How is the rapidly advancing digital age and the advent of
widespread Artificial Intelligence going to make us rethink
how we build? How should we feel about the prospect - as is
occurring in reality in Canada - that Google might be building and kitting out the cities of the future? Is this a re-run of
The Truman Show?

We must also build well. Over the years we thought we had
developed an enviable reputation for standards in the UK.
The truth was, at best, rather more nuanced. So, we welcome the Transforming Construction Alliance – of which
BRE forms part – which seeks to change the way our buildings and infrastructure are designed, manufactured, integrated and connected within our built environment.

In the here and now, how are we going to ensure that
the hundreds of thousands in our society who continue to suffer fuel poverty can be kept warm during our
winters? Around 11% of English households are fuel poor.
65% of English homes could benefit from energy efficiency
improvements. BRE has done extensive work in this area.

We aim to raise standards and productivity. The way we create buildings is outdated. If cars were hand-built to order using bespoke designs and different supply chains every time,
it is easy to imagine how costs would rise and quality would
vary widely with increased running costs and safety & environmental risks.

How do we do right by the environment – to ensure the
future of our planet – when it comes to reducing our carbon emissions? 23% of carbon emissions come from
domestic buildings. 40% of carbon comes from the construction industry.
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Niall Trafford is outgoing Chief
Executive of BRE Group. Niall has
been a part of the BRE management
team since 2009, when he joined as
Chief Operating Officer. Niall joined
BRE following a successful career in
retail with Marks & Spencer, where
he led teams in HR, training, store operations, programme management,
strategy, change management and store design and development. Niall was involved with Marks & Spencer’s standard-setting Plan A sustainability programme. Niall has also
used strategic expertise as a retail specialist in management
consultancy roles.

These are genuine not rhetorical questions. At BRE we may
have some possible answers but all of these problems must
be considered in the round, as we have been doing in an
open engagement programme with the built environment
community, across the UK, in recent months. They are interdependent. None can be excluded from consideration.

Expertise and Engagement Matters
For some to say “frankly, we’ve had enough of experts” is disingenuous and dangerous. What we do at BRE is based on
hard, scientific fact and proper research. Data and analytics
are our mainstays. We look at evidence, much of it, and we
reach conclusions. Although it is easy to claim we live in a
post-expert world - and while I acknowledge the need for
inclusion, consultation and involvement when it comes to
places in which humans live - I still strongly believe the solutions not just to Grenfell but also the wider challenges of the
built environment in the UK must be found from informed,
accurate suppositions: from evidence-based research and
insights.

Frameworks to Build a Better Britain – with an influencer
community now 400 in number – was launched in the summer of 2018. It is curated by Jericho Chambers on behalf of
BRE Group.

“ These are genuine not
rhetorical questions”
Opinion is cheap - facts are sacred. The depths of BRE’s expertise built up over 97 years is of great value for the common good. None of this should be mistaken for immodesty.
In fact, I represent BRE as an act of humility.
I don’t for one minute think BRE has all the answers. That is
exactly why we have convened a series of roundtables and
conversations across the country - asking a broad cross-section of expert contributors to work with us to address the
many challenges of our times: from climate change and resilience, to safety, health and wellbeing. The march of technology and the rise of AI will of course impact us all, as will
the huge demographic shifts already underway.
BRE remains committed to engaging, listening and learning
beyond the usual echo chambers – across the UK, not just
London.
The enormity of the task ahead is daunting for all of us. But
we have to start somewhere. Currently there is a widespread
scepticism even disillusion about a lot that is done in our industry. A lack of trust and a sense that there has been systemic failure. Each and every home must count. Each and
every citizen must feel safe and included within a healthy,
flourishing society. Human value must trump the easy default to technology and innovation. A new framework of citizen-centric principles and procedures is urgently required.
That is what we hope to develop. Building a better world together means always putting people and communities first.
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NO 5
—
Q U E E R AT W O R K
Jan Gooding, Jericho Chambers

Nowt so queer as folk: Get out of the closet and don’t deny who you are because it’s you
that will pay the price
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B

efore I went to work at Aviva, a well-meaning friend
advised me not to disclose that I was gay. The rationale
was that the City of London was a male bastion, and
given I was both a woman and a marketing professional, I
risked making things even more difficult for myself if I became a “celebrated lesbian”. So, I went ‘back into the closet’
for a full year. Something I came to regret, but there were a
number of important lessons I learnt.

I find myself increasingly attracted to the non-conformity inherent
in the identity of queer. We are living in a world which seems keener on difference and misfits than ever before.

The first is that it’s not good to lie to your colleagues. If you don’t
trust your colleagues to know that you are gay, it actually impacts
on your broader feelings that your work fellows can be trusted.
Every time you evade a conversation about your partner, weekend
and holiday you are lying about your life. However understandable,
it creates a false barrier. I know of a lesbian who although ‘out’ to
her immediate direct reports, so inhibited any conversation about
her own personal life that no-one felt able to talk about theirs either. It got in the way of team cohesion as relationships and conversations were only ever about work.

“There’s nowt so queer as folk” is perhaps something to be celebrated at last. I certainly learnt the hard way that there is no point
denying who you are, because you are the one who pays the biggest price.

Every time you hide who you are to a colleague, you have effectively made a judgement about them which may well be quite unfair.
And when they find out at some point in the future, they could be
forgiven for feeling offended that you imagined they would hold
such news against you.

leadership. Jan’s blue-chip corporate
pedigree includes spells with BT,
British Gas, Diageo and Unilever and,
most recently, as Group Brand Director at Aviva. In her final
role at Aviva as the company’s first Global Inclusion Director,
Jan was responsible for introducing the ground-breaking
policy of equal parental leave. Jan is Chair of LGBT Equality
Charity Stonewall.

“M y boss told me I’d lost my
spark le”

Jan Gooding is a Partner at Jericho
Chambers and is one of the UK’s most
prominent and outspoken marketing
leaders. Her specialist subjects range
from building global brands to inclusive

The second big lesson was that it inhibited my creativity and
humanity. By cutting off part of my life, I also cut off the natural
pathways to my emotional empathy, sense of humour and the full
capacity of my mind. I was on guard. Wasting time and energy covering up instead of feeling relaxed and whole. My boss at the time
told me ‘I had lost my sparkle’. It was an acute observation. Think
about any time you have had a ‘big secret’ to hold, and how much
it was subsequently weighing on your mind. Far from forgetting
about it, somehow it throbs ever more strongly at the front of your
consciousness. And if you just tell a few people you have to try and
remember who knows and who doesn’t. Its exhausting. That’s why
productivity goes up when people can bring their whole selves to
work.
The final thing I regret is that I didn’t speak up when I should have
done when people made homophobic jokes or inappropriate remarks. Even if you are a covert lesbian, these kinds of comments
really sting. It is devastating to hear queer people ridiculed or despised. Even worse to find yourself unable to say anything for fear
of accidentally ‘outing’ yourself in the moment. Keeping quiet is
certainly not a confidence builder, and it contributes to a sense of
oppression.
And here I deliberately use the term ‘queer’ as a form of identity
rather than LGBT. The origins of the word are certainly derogatory, meaning ‘strange’ or ‘peculiar’ and are still used in that way by
some. However, since the 1980s it has been reclaimed for political
purposes as a term that accommodates both sexual orientation
and gender identity. It is a deliberate rejection of the more approachable word “gay”, seeking instead to reclaim the positive aspects of difference and reject the notion of assimilation.
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NO 6
—
LONDON IDEAS
Ben Rogers, Centre for London

Cities are places of ideas: people come together, problems get solved. And London has
often been at the forefront of industrial revolutions whether they be
First, Second, Third or Fourth.
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O

ver the course of history, cities have been home to
some of society’s greatest innovations. Why? Partly
because they have a constant need for new ideas. As
one challenge gets solved, another emerges. But cities also
have the ingredients needed to tackle challenges: they attract funders – wealthy individuals and businesses willing to
invest; they draw in thinkers – academics and social entrepreneurs with the ideas; and they foster the development
of networks – connections between civic and private sectors
which create the right environment for ideas to grow and for
innovations to be embedded.

London ideas featured the London Air app, which displays
the latest air pollution levels recorded at more than 100
monitoring stations in London. It can send notifications if
the air quality drops below a certain point in your chosen
area, helping Londoners to make decisions based on their
exposure to polluted air.

On tackling crime... Though numbers have fallen, knife
crime remains a big challenge for the capital, with several incidents involving children highlighting the need for early intervention. London ideas featured an essay from London Assembly Member Shaun Bailey, prior to his selection
as the Conservative Mayoral candidate. He argued for AI to
be used in tackling crime, and specifically to cross-reference
all crime data in order to find geographical or behavioural
patterns. For example, when a burglary is logged as a crime,
AI could check for patterns in other sets of information. As
the UK’s largest and wealthiest force, he argued the Metropolitan Police Service needs to take the lead and showcase
what can be done.

London has always been a leader in this respect. The city was
at the forefront of the first, second, third and now fourth industrial revolutions. It is a hotbed for open source and placebased innovations, as well as a booming ‘tech for good’ sector. But new ideas don’t emerge from nowhere. They need
fertile ground and a hospitable climate – as well as spaces
where they can be nurtured, tested, discussed and promoted. As the capital’s dedicated think tank, Centre for London
wanted to create such a space. So, with the support of Capco,
last year the Centre created London ideas – an event series
and magazine to champion the best ideas emerging in the
city. Over the last 12 months we’ve featured over 35 ideas to
tackle a range of the city’s biggest challenges – from housing, to poor air quality and social exclusion.

On reducing social exclusion... Today, 88 per cent of young
people feel their voices are unheard. Too many people
feel locked out of London’s success – they feel excluded
from decision making within their communities. London
ideas wanted to feature new innovations which are working
to bring society together, to enhance people’s lives and foster a sense of community across the city. So, we featured The
Advocacy Academy, which runs a Social Justice Leadership
Fellowship, an immersive six month crash-course in democratic engagement. Young people engage in more than
300 hours of activities, experiencing what it takes to lead
system-level change by lobbying in council chambers and
in parliament, running grassroots campaigns, and building
broad-based alliances.

So, what have been the best ideas we’ve heard about since
kicking off the project?

On housing... London’s housing crisis is driven by many factors. We looked at two critical drivers – funding and planning – in London ideas.
Peer-to-peer lending for SME housebuilders: Funding developments is a challenge in London, especially for SME housebuilders. London ideas featured a new peer-to-peer-lending
platform, FutureBricks, which offers alternative financing to
small and medium-sized house builders. It also opens up
property investment – currently an exclusive activity accessible only to those with significant capital and the right connections – to a much wider pool of investors who can invest
as little as £1,000.

What next for these ideas? Many of them are successful
projects, already making a different and impacting the lives
of Londoners. And Centre for London is committed to supporting others as they develop. If you are interested in any
of these ideas and would like to find out more, please get
in touch.
And if you have an idea that you think we should feature, or
if you would like to present at (or just attend) one of our London ideas events please keep an eye on our website for the
details of the 2019 events.

Digital disrupting planning: London ideas also shared innovations in planning, including a new initiative from Wikihouse, a non-profit open technology foundation. Their new
platform, BuildX, is automating and standardising knowledge about design solutions. It generates live data to calculate the cost, performance and environmental impact of a
house. With one tap, ready-to-manufacture files can be sent
directly to a factory.

Ben Rogers is Director of the Centre
for London. Ben is a writer and policy
thinker, with a particular focus on cities,
citizenship, social capital, public service reform, and the built environment.

On tackling air pollution and improving the public realm...
Air quality continues to be a live issue in the capital. Levels of
particulate matter and Nitrogen Dioxide are showing some
signs of gradual improvement, but they’re still above European Union and World Health Organisation targets. Against
this backdrop, we wanted to feature ideas to tackle air pollution and reduce people’s exposure.

London Ideas is published as part of
Capital and Counties Properties PLC support for Centre for
London. It follows a series of publications – London Essays –
which were based on an original Jericho idea.
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NO 7
—
TA L K TA X N O T T R U S T
Jane McCormick, KPMG &
Robert Phillips, Jericho Chambers

KPMG Global Head of Tax, Jane McCormick, and Robert Phillips, co-founder of Jericho
Chambers and author of Trust Me, PR is Dead, argue that tax can be seen as part of
the remedy, not part of the problem. “Responsible Tax thinking and principles”, they
write, “enable an important re-set of the social compact, that will in go turn some way
to addressing the vexed issue of trust and indeed leadership. CEOs and global leaders
therefore would, in our view, do well to think about tax, before they talk about trust.”
Tax is Trust, writ large.
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T

rust — in business and politics — has been spoken
about and even over explained to the point of exhaustion. We have written elsewhere that the so-called
crisis of trust is in fact a crisis of leadership — with “trust”
often used as an easy proxy for anything and everything that
goes wrong and the response being “to re-build it”.

We must urgently replace creaking analogue tax systems
and policies that are no longer fit for purpose in the modern age. We can use tax to address the very source of understandable (and increasingly violent) popular discontent
– framed within the re-distributive and justice challenges
of the UN Sustainable Development Goals. By confronting –
and attempting to resolve – societal challenges head-on, we
can go a long way towards securing a more trusting environment for us all. We must, however, stay focused on actions,
not words.

But there is no simple way to restore “trust”. Data confirms
we live in a low-trust world (politicians, institutions, media,
big business) and have done for decades. Any return to a
trust idyll is the stuff of dreams. Trustworthiness is the more
important lodestar – measured by honesty, reliability, competence and benevolence. We argue that any 21st century
institution, including our own, must deliver against these
indices to ensure relevance and longevity.

Re-think corporate taxation
Corporation Tax needs to change, some argue fundamentally, in order to meet the more globalised needs and pressures of the 21st Century. The vital first step – and what the
OECD’s BEPS initiative set-out to achieve—creates a global
consensus on how to make international tax more cohesive,
addressing issues like mismatches, transparency, substance
and common anti-avoidance rules. A deeper review is now
needed that brings fairness and better balance to the relationship between global corporations, nation states and
their citizens—possibly re-assessing the traditional balance
of taxing rights between countries and the structural challenges arising from incentives and competition.

Tax is more tangible and an immediate lever. It sits at the
heart of the 21st century social compact and the settlement
between government, business and civil society. Given that
every (profit making) corporation has to pay it, tax is trust,
writ large. In this context, it is clear that aggressive tax avoidance has undermined trust in business. And there is a risk
that the – not always accurate – reporting of tax issues undermines trust in the tax system itself.

Address climate change and resource depletion
Tax systems can be re-configured to protect people and
planet and place these ahead of pure profit. This includes
the introduction of progressive green and consumption
taxes, including where the polluter pays, and tax advantages for those supporting the sustainability and responsible
business agendas.

We therefore need to develop tax policies that re-balance
the many issues that currently bedevil and divide our world:
from boardroom and corporate excess, to inequalities between the global north and south; from climate change, to
mass population shifts; from a system that enriches business and shareholder elites, to a lack of accountability from
businesses to the citizen interests they are meant to serve
and from governments for the practical implications of the
policy decisions they take. Address these issues and we will
go some way towards trustworthiness.

Re-configure corporate accountability
What we pay, where we pay it and meaningful transparency in the process is vital to restoring trustworthiness in the
relationship between business and civil society. Paying tax
should be a source of civic pride and responsibility, not part
of a closed world of corporate secrecy.

We launched the KPMG Responsible Tax project in 2014 with
a singular thought: tax is the entry fee we pay for a civilised
society. Without tax, there can be no roads, no schools, no
hospitals, no social care. The Responsible Tax project invites
contributions from all corners of the debate: left to right;
north to south; corporate to activist and NGO; policy maker
to expert, academic and media, and everyone in between.
Long may this last. Responsible Tax is the responsibility of
us all—a civic negotiation, never a corporate imposition. By
embracing multiple voices as equals, greater trustworthiness is built between stakeholders. The process is as important as the policies.

Consider the merits of land and property taxes
Access to affordable housing, and resultant social exclusion
and division when this fails, is one of the critical issues of our
time (especially in the UK) and demands radical thinking,
including whether to introduce an annual wealth tax based
on land value.
All this is a good example of asking bigger and better questions around what to tax?

Responsible Tax speaks to the common good. This is an important aim but not without its detractors, many of whom
have (wrongly, in our view) politicised the term. It embraces
ancient Greek and Tomasian principles of wisdom and tolerance, fairness and justice — in short measure in the current
febrile operating environment, yet central to the concepts of
trust and trustworthiness.

As business leaders, none of us can escape accountability for
the current condition of business and its relationship with
civil society; all of us need to play an active part in improving
the current condition. We, and the organisations we represent have on occasions fallen short of delivering for the
common good and have thus contributed to the trust deficit.
We will have to live with our skeletons for some time but we
must no longer give room for the pirates – those who seek to
resist change and so further, rather than heal, injustice and
division.

The emergence of a truly global economy, facilitated by digitisation, allows us to pivot from old to new regimes; imposition to negotiation; social division to the common good.
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Tax, we believe, can be part of the remedy, rather than the
problem. It offers progressive alternatives to the status quo.
Responsible Tax thinking and principles enable an important re-set of the social compact, that will in go turn some
way to addressing the vexed issue of trust and indeed leadership. CEOs and global leaders therefore would, in our view,
do well to think about tax, before they talk about trust.

Jane McCormick is the Global Head of
Tax, KPMG International and Vice Chair
of KPMG in the UK. With over 25 years
of experience, and currently KPMG’s
Global Head of Tax, Jane is well known
and sought after all over the world for her
significant insights and guidance on the
rapidly evolving tax environment. Prior to her role as Global Head of Tax, Jane served as Head of Tax and Pensions for
KPMG in the UK and KPMG’s Head of Tax for Europe, Middle
East and Africa region. She also frequently meets and consults with tax authorities across the globe on significant tax
issues and regulations. She is a regular conference host, presenter and moderator, and has been featured in the Financial Times and other media around the world
The Responsible Tax project was launched in the summer
of 2015 as a UK pilot. It has now grown into a global movement of 1100+ - convening tax experts; business leaders; politicians & policy makers; campaigners, activists, civil society
groups and NGOs; academics and authors. It is curated by
Jericho Chambers on behalf of KPMG.
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NO 8
—
MOVING THE CITY FOR GOOD
Katy Taylor, Go-Ahead Group

Public transport is in a state of flux. Urban congestion, air pollution and social inclusion
require solutions that work for us all and contribute to the common good.
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G

o-Ahead is a long established operator of UK bus and
rail services that is now expanding internationally,
with contracts in Singapore, Ireland, Germany and
Norway. Our vision is of a world where every journey is taken
care of. Achieving that requires us to embrace changes taking place in society, and move beyond the traditional, conservative approach often taken to public transport.

Moving the City for Good broadened our horizons as a company and contributed to an ongoing process of changing our
own company culture and outlook as we develop for the future of transport.

“Nearly eight out of ten job
seekers have no access to
aprivate vehicle”

Even such norms as the daily commute are changing in a
world where flexible working and self-employment has
risen by about a third in 22 years. Change has come with
everyone carrying a computer in their pocket in the form of
a smartphone, and often using them to order items rather
than make trips to retailers.

Go-Ahead is taking forward themes explored in the series
through practical measures. A few days after our event in
Oxford, the city saw the launch of the UK’s largest demand
responsive bus service, PickMeUp. Since then over 90,000
journeys have taken place using an app based system that
works out the best way of taking passengers to their chosen
destinations in the city’s eastern arc.

We live in age of individual choice and technological freedom. At the same time, challenges around urban congestion, air pollution and social inclusion require conversations
that stretch beyond normal boundaries. With this in mind,
we set up the Moving the City for Good programme with
Jericho.

We are demonstrating our commitment to improving air
quality by trialling the UK’s first air filtering bus, which
cleans the air as it travels through Southampton. Earlier this
year we published a study in conjunction undertaken with
Run Friendly and the University of Leeds, looking at how to
improve public health by encouraging people to walk or cycle for the first/last mile of their commute. We are also working with logistics partners on how we can use our depots and
vehicles to reduce congestion and improve air quality.

In a series of roundtables we explored these issues with academics, innovators, policy makers and campaigners. Many
of those attending were people we had not engaged with
before, who brought new perspectives from outside the
transport bubble. Air quality, smart cities and regulatory reform were topics covered in the roundtables.
The value of data in driving efficiency, behaviour change
and providing an evidence base was a common theme,
alongside a recognition that people, not technology, are the
ultimate driver of change. With technological change risking the creation of more ‘left behinds’, the need to provide
for social inclusion was discussed and linked to the principle of transport as a public good. Nearly eight out of ten job
seekers have no access to a private vehicle and are reliant on
buses to get to interviews. With the clear link between congestion and air pollution (noxious emissions soar as traffic
grinds to a crawl), low or zero emission buses, each taking
up to 75 cars off the road, have a continued vital role to play
amidst a changing transport mix.

More change will follow, and there’s change in the wider environment as the Government prepares to undertake a regulatory review to reflect emerging forms of mobility. As we
face the challenges and opportunities involved, Go-Ahead
will continue to have conversations with those beyond ‘the
transport bubble’ to help us develop solutions that work for
all parts of society. Our thanks to Jericho for helping us to
take big step in moving those conversations forward.

Katy Taylor is Group Commercial and Customer Director of the Go-Ahead Group.
Katy has 20 years’ experience driving
transformation through in marketing,
corporate affairs and business development across sectors, including radio,
hospitality, professional services and
transport. She has held director-level roles at Kroll, Vneshtorgbank, IG Group and LCP, before joining Go-Ahead in 2012.

The roundtables were followed by a larger event in Oxford
aimed at identifying solutions. The scope was broadened
to include active travel (‘walking, running and cycling’ in old
money!), with discussion focusing on the potential for transport policy and travel choices to be used as tools for improving mental and physical health.
We discussed the concept of ‘mobility as a service’ (Maas),
where journeys and information are provided across modes
of transport as a single mobility service. This could involve
monthly subscription packages providing access to public
transport, private taxi and bike hire scheme, which together
can remove the need to own a private car.
The need for cultural change was identified, given the
emotional attachment to owning a car, along with tailoring
of the MaaS concept to meet the specific needs of rural
areas.

Jericho conceived and curated the Moving the City for Good
programme on behalf of Go-Ahead Group plc during 2018.
A summary report was published earlier this year and is
available to download from www.jerichochambers.com.
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NO 9
—
GOOD WORK
Peter Cheese, CIPD

Good work is an economic and social anchor for a good society.
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W

hat is a good job? It might be described as a job
that has meaning, or uses skills effectively, or allows balance of work and life. It would also typically include the sense of being fairly rewarded, and perhaps
the possibility of progression.

The reasons for these worrying trends are various and complex. They certainly include the UKs relative lack of investment in the workplace, short termism and consistent lack of
coherent and sustained long term industrial strategy at the
national as well as organisational level. Easy access to labour
ironically in the light of all the debate about migration is also
a causal factor, where relative ease of hiring and letting go of
people is lower risk than investing in workplace technology.
It is all these factors that are driving a growing debate about
the idea of good work.

From an organisational perspective we would consider a
good job as one that is aligned to and drives the right organisational outcomes, including productivity and growth.
An international survey in 2015 by the UK What Works Centre, a policy and research organisation, looking at 11 factors
of a job covering all these areas, showed the relative importance of different factors in people’s satisfaction with their
jobs. Highest positive indicators were having an interesting job, and having good interpersonal relationships, even
ahead of pay. The most negative indicators were work-life
imbalance, and stress.

If good work or good jobs are defined by the criteria that
matter most to people, and which also then create positive
economic outcomes, then now is the time for serious consideration. As has been described, we are at the beginning of
the fourth industrial revolution with the rapid growth of AI,
machine learning, robotics, and the internet of things. We
must be sure that we are harnessing the power of people
alongside technology effectively and fairly. In other words,
that we are creating good jobs.

But good jobs don’t just happen. They need to be properly
designed, supported and understood. And yet today there
are real questions about whether our modern economies
are creating good jobs, or just jobs which might look good
on the unemployment stats but are not always good for people, or even for positive economic outcomes.

“ This is a time of significanc t
and rapid change, with much
uncer taint y about the future”

We know that productivity improvement has slowed significantly over the last decade, and for the UK despite record
high employment figures, is a national economic issue as
the gap with many other similar nations grows.

It is encouraging therefore to see how the idea of good or fair
work is being picked up. Access to a decent job with fair pay
for all men and women is called out as one of the United Nations sustainability development goals (SDG Goal 8) for the
world for 2030.

Average pay, in part as a consequence of poor productivity,
has flatlined creating more concerns about financial security for many but also feeding back in to the economy in other
ways. Stress and mental health concerns have also risen, and
are now the major causes of absenteeism from work. Similarly, engagement across our workforces is poor, and wider
issues of trust permeate from the political context in to our
organisations.

Matthew Taylor’s Government sponsored review of Modern
Working Practices in 2017 highlighted specifically the goals
of good work, and referenced the model of job quality developed by the University of Warwick’s Institute of Employment
Research and others as part of a pan-European research programme. The UK Government are now committing to embedding good work in to industrial strategy, and Treasury is
looking for measures to understand it across the economy.

We have too many jobs that are not utilising all the skills
of our increasingly well-educated workforces. The OECD
reports the UK as having one of the highest proportion of
low skill jobs of any of the more advanced economies. At
the same time, most employers report growing concerns of
specific skills shortages, particularly in areas like technology. Skills mismatches of these kinds hold back productivity
growth, but also impact people and their sense of purpose
and opportunity.

In Scotland a Fair Work Convention has already been in place
since 2015, acting as an independent advisory body to Scottish Government to define and promote fair work as a key
platform of economic growth in Scotland.
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Fair work has been defined as work that offers all individuals an effective voice, opportunity, security, fulfilment
and respect. It balances the rights and responsibilities of
employers and workers, and should generate benefits for
individuals, organisations, and society at large. The Welsh
government has adopted a similar construct, and across major regions and mayoralities in England good work is being
called out as a goal.
This is a time of significant and rapid change, with much uncertainty about the future. Good work gives us a construct
around which we can shape a positive future for individuals,
organisations, economies and wider society. Work after all
is where we spend much of our lives. Whilst Sigmund Freud
observed that work and love, love and work was all there is,
I think Voltaire had it better when he said that work frees
us from boredom, vice and need. We would now clarify that
with inserting the word ‘good’.

Peter Cheese is the CIPD’s chief executive. He writes and speaks widely on the
development of HR, the future of work,
and the key issues of leadership, culture
and organisation, people and skills. Peter
is a visiting Professor at the University of
Lancaster, a member of the Board of BPP
University, and sits on the Advisory Board for the Open University Business School.
Jericho Chambers has curated the Future of Work is Human
community on behalf of CIPD, under the leadership of Peter
Cheese, since autumn 2015. It is now 1500+ in number. Initiatives in 2019 include a focus on the role the investment
community can play in Good Work and a good society; and
radical thinking and policy initiatives on issues of diversity
& inclusion.
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THE JERICHO METHOD
Re-thinking engagement. Peer-to-peer programmes for communications, leadership and trust.
Trust in institutions and business is at an all-time low. Business models are being disrupted and sometimes broken. Activism is everywhere. Policy-makers often struggle to understand what is really going on. Business’ License
to Operate is under constant threat and many leaders are unsure how to respond.
Jericho helps organisations move from defending their License to Operate to establishing a License to Lead. We
recognise Activism, Accountability, Co-Production and Dissent as working principles for a flourishing 21st century
organisation. We put people first. With a commitment to 45º Change we believe that meaningful things happen
where top-down meets bottom-up.

This methodology is underpinned by our Accountability, Action and Advisory Model (3AM). It is applied to our
curated programmes including Responsible Tax; The Future of Work is Human; What kind of Britain are we Building?; and A Caring Society. Outcomes include refreshed narratives, deeper engagement, better policies and greater influence.
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THANK YOU FROM JERICHO
Thank you for taking the time to read this edition of Jericho Times. We hope you
enjoyed it.
Jericho was created to work with clients at the intersection of business, government
and civil society − and to help them navigate towards meaningful change. We are
a consultancy – with provocative points of view and a commitment to a better society and the common good. We offer boutique advisory for clients and build peerto-peer communities of influence that speak to new models of communications,
leadership and trust.
This summer, in addition to existing programmes on Good Work, Responsible Tax,
Housing, Transport and the Built Environment and a Caring Society, we are launching major projects on 21st century professions and social justice in tech.
We like to challenge and inspire in equal measure. If you are interested in working
with Jericho, need to engage differently and/ or have a Big Issue that requires further exploration, please get in touch.
w w w.jer ichochambers.com
rober t.phillips@jer ichochambers.com
matthew.gw yther@jer ichochambers.com
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